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Occupier Activity 

The opening months of 2020 saw occupier activity in the 

Galway office market total 1,750 sq m, across five deals. 

This brings activity in the twelve months to the end of 

March to 5,050 sq m, significantly below the long run 

annual average. Market intelligence suggests that this is 

in part due to a lack of modern product, which is only 

beginning to be delivered to the Galway market at 

present. 

The largest deal in the quarter was the occupation of 

1,150 sq m by Veryan Medical at Block 5, Parkmore 

East Business Campus.  

Occupiers focused on suburban locations, in line with 

trends in availability. Grade A floorplates account for 

77% of activity, with Grade B and Shell & Core spaces 

accounting for 12% and 11% respectively. 

Availability 

Availability in the Galway office market remains 

restricted and largely unchanged in the opening quarter 

of 2020, with just 16,850 sq m of space available. The 

vacancy held steady at 5.5%. 

The majority of available space is located in the suburbs, 

56%, with the city centre accounting for the remainder. 

Occupiers who require large floorplates are limited in 

their choices, with just 6 units in excess of 1,000 sq m in 

size. There are no units available which are in excess of 

2,000 sq m. 

Development Activity

At the end of the first quarter, there are approximately 

23,650 sq m under construction in the Galway office 

market. Approximately 12,000 sq m of this is in the city 

centre, at the Bonham Quay development. Upon 

completion, this will significantly boost the available 

office space in Galway city centre. In the suburbs, 

approximately 11,700 sq m is under construction at the 

Crown Square development. 

The delivery of these speculative developments to the 

Galway office market will somewhat address the 

immediate acute shortage of high-quality floorplates 

available to occupiers over the coming years.

Market Commentary 

“Demand for quality, modern office accommodation 

remains solid in Galway with a mix of new entrants and 

existing tenants looking to expand. The COVID-19 

situation will likely see take-up delayed due to slower 

decision making and delay on building sites.  At the 

moment we believe the under-lying conditions remain 

strong and we expect demand to continue.”

Séan Coyne, Divisional Director, Cushman & Wakefield 
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